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OON RIGHT GETS OFF TO GOOD START
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

'Local Woman Killed
Near Memphis Friday
In Auto Accident

TUESDAY
2 A.M

Apollo Thunders Out Into
Space On Pillar Of Fire

TUESDAY
SAM
10 LUNAR
ORBITS
(20 HRS

slowness 10 seconds after its
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
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will the dividend be paid and
must I make application for it?
I recently borrowed half of
the cash value of my policy.
Will this affect the amount of
my 1969 NSLI dividend?
A — To answere your question in order
Yes, VA will pay a 1969 dividend on World War II NSLI
policies (converted or not) just
as in past years.
The dividend will be paid au-

Veterans
Questions and
Answers

PUBLISH= by LJIDGRZ • TIMES PUBLISIIIINO COMPANY,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Timm and
'Me Times-Herald, October 30. 10211. and the West Kentuckian.
January 1, 1641
1M N. Mb Massa, Mersey, Kaminsky03I1Q — Will the Veterans Administration pay a 1969 dividJAM= C. WM/IAMB, PUBLISH=
end on the National Service
have
We reserve the right to reject any Adverttaing. Letters to the =tor, Life Insurance policy
or Public Voice items which, in our opir-lon. are not for the best had in force from World War
intereet of our readers.
U7 (I converted it to a permanNATIONAL REPRESSNTATIV133: WALLaCII WTTMER 00_ 1509 ent Plan policy in 1950.) When
tomatically on the anniversary
Madison Ave., Memplus, Tenn.; Inns & Life Bldg., New Yost, N.Y..
date of the policy os you need
a.
Stephenson Hide.. Detroit, Mich.
not apply to VA for it.
inured at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for trannalsakin ea
The fact that you borrowed
&mod Class Matter
against the cash surrender value of the policy will not re8IIS8CREPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 30c, per
duce the amount of your dividtaanth $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, MAO;
Zones 1 & 2, WOO. Elsewhere $11.00. All service subscriptions $1.00.
end. You are, of course, paying
four per cent interest on your
-The Oliateatio,g CIvts Mesa et a Cemoses617 le She
NSU loan and any amount of
lategrily et Me Nesnapapee
the loan unpaid at the time of

your death will be deducted
from the insurance paid to your
beneficiaries.
Q — I read recently that veterans in service after the Korean Conflict (after Jan. 31,
1955) have had their education
entitlement under the G. I. Bill
, increased. My brother was in
service from June 1963 to June
1965 and received two years of
college training under the G. I.
Bill.

SATURDAY — DECEMBER 21, 1968

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think any

thing as of ourselves: but our sufficiency is of God.
—II Corinthians 3.5
No man is self-sufficient. Life can be complete only
when our human weakness is linked to God.

Ten Years Ago Today
LKDGER •TIMIS MI

Deaths reported today are Mrs Susie McDougal, age
73, A. B. Bracy, age 57, and Gerald Galloway, age 20, of
Sedalia, student at Murray State killed in a two car
collision.
Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs. Glen Pace, Mrs. Rob Erwin,
and Miss Vickie Jo Brandon have been named winners
of the Christmas decoration contest by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs- Charlie Waters of near Old Salem
Church and Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversaries. The Waters on December
28 and the Jones on December 27.
Richard Wheeler, Ronald Mc-Cage, Theodore Clack,
William Graham, Hugh Hurt, William Jones, William
Jackson, Ronald Kelly, Johnny Parker, Harry Sparks,
Jr., Michael Tierney, John Vance, and David Zaleski, all
of Murray, are members of Pershing Rifles, Murray
State College military society.

A happy season is
upon us, bringing joy
to one and all.
Warmest appreciation!

The
Sherwin-Williams
Company

Does he now have additional
entitlement' If so, what must
, he do to receive it?
A — Your brother is being
notified by the VA of his entitlement to additional educational assistance. This results

the maximum of 38 months
for each month of service.
Previously, entitlement was
limited to one month of assistance for each month of service.
Your brother should advise
VA of the additional education
he desires. His revised Certificate of Eligibility has already
been computed and will be issued to him soon after receipt
of his application.
Q — I was permanently blinded while serving with the Army
in Viet-Nam. Obviously, I cannot drive a car. However, am
I eligible for an allowance toward the purchase of an automobile which my wife can
drive?
A — Yes. Even though a veteran cannot drive, the law permits payment of an allowance
up to $1,600 toward the purchase of an automobile for an

Oldest Award

NEW YORK iUPI4 — The
Stanley Cup, the National
Hockey League's championship
trophy, is the oldest award
competed for by professional
from a new law which went in- athletes in North America. It
to effect Dec. 1 granting Post. was started in 1893.
Koreanveterans 36 months cf
upon
assistance
educational
completion of 18 or more
months of active duty and fulfillment of their military obligation.
Otherwise a veteran earns
one and one-half months of
educational assistance — up to

'TV To
Holida

The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus.
On this day in history:

ALMANAC

In 1820, the Pilgrims set foot
by United Press International
Today is Saturday, Dec. 21, for the first time on American
the 356th day of 1968 with 10 soil, at Plymouth.
In 1942, the Supreme Court
to follow.
The moon is between its new upheld the validity of six-week
divorces being granted in the
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Jupit- state of Nevada.
In 1944, horse racing was
er and Mars.
banned in the United States for
the duration of World War II.
In 1953, ex-Premier Mowdegh of Iran was convicted of
attempting to lead a revolt against the Shah.

OPEN
SUNDAY
Bel -Air
Shopping Center
753-8391

The Humanists were scholars and teachers who worked
to restore masterpieces of
classical antiquity during the
Renaissance.

SUN

CBS repeat:
"L'enfance du
trilogy on thee
.preempting "1
et" and "Loo

rei
IKE'S BROTHER DEAD - - A
brother of former President
Dwight Eisenhower, Earl D.
Eisenhower (above) is dead
in Phoenix, Ariz., after being
hospitalized for an apparent
heart condition. He was 70.

. ABC expend:
program time

all our
customers,
best
wishes for
a Merry
Christmas.
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Rejoice, it's Christmas.
To you, glad greetings,
with gratitude for your
kind patronage.

Mr. and Mrs. Euin Jones
Rosie Holland
Ann Coursey
Mike Charlton
Brownie Jones

Murray Loan Co.
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Holy Night, the Christ
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John Porter Bradley, age 88, of the South Pleasant
Grove community, who fell off a wagon December 18
as he was unloading a bed of feed, died of what physicians said was a broken neck at a lccal hospital December 19
Other deaths reported this week are Mrs. Mary Lou
Harris, age 65. Mrs. Ila Duncan, age 50, Mrs_ Roy Jones
of Amarillo, Texas, H. E. Webdell, father of Mrs. Bryan
Tolley, and Mrs Missouri Gupton, age 90.
Mrs James Hansford Doran's home won second place
in a state newspaper contest. She and her husband live
on a 40 acre farm about 24 miles northwest of Lynn
Grove.
Rob Huie, junior guard, was elected captain of the
Murray High School football team for 1939. Thomas
Parley, center, junior, was elected alternate captain.
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try out for football

Exclusive Cheri Features ...
"Rocking
Chair"
Seats in the
Continental
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row spacing!
True
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Sound
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HAIR TODAY, gone tour row" Not if Ypsilanti. Mich.,
high school teacher Roy A.
Ashman .above, can help it.
He refused an order from
the Willow Run High School
principal to have his hair
cut and got -*some time off,"
but no suspension .Ashinall
says his hair is not the real issue He say, the real issue is younger teachers
he'• 28 wanting more classroom freedom
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30YearsAgoThisWeek

NEW YORK
? programs, both
entertainment I
television net

MON

20 Years Ago Today
The body of Pfc. Milburn R. Wrye will arrive in
Murray tomorrow and the funeral will be held December 23. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Wrye and
was killed in action on Saipetn on July 12, 1944.
R. NI. Lamb, general manager of the Murray Manufacturing Company, announces the promotion of D. L.
Diveibiss to a new position of chief engineer, which
places him in full charge of all branches of the local
plant engineering.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Barber of Madisonville will be
the weekend guests of his parents, Mr and Mrs Fred
Barber.
Barkley Jones will be the master of ceremonies for
the Christmas party to be held by the employees of the
Murray Manufacturing Company and their families at
the Murray State College Auditorium.

TEl
By J

FOLLOWING
LOCATIONS

A thought for the day —
British poet Richard Chenevix
Trench said, "We kneel, how
weak. We rise, how full of pow-

eligible veteran if someone will
drive the car for him. Since the
allowance may only be paid to
the seller, do not take any action until after you obtain an
application and guidance from
the VA.
Additional assistance needed
in applying for this benefit, and
the application form, may be
obtained from your nearest VA
regional office.
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glad, glorious
Christmas comes, and
with it best wishes,
grateful thanks to you

Hazel Insurance
Agency
Tom Scruggs, Mgr.
Toni Jones, Seey

)0'

Now's the time to
count all your
blessings. Warmest
appreciation for
your loyal kindness!

Outland's Bakery
Brent and Kathryn
and Employees

With deep appreciation
of your loyalty and
good will, we're
wishing you all the
pleasures of a
fine old-fashioned

OUR PREMIERE ATTRACTION . .
Showing December 25th thru January 14th
IN NEW SCREEN SPLENDOR...
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT PICTURE EVER!

Yule. Be merry!

Ed' Food Market
16th & Main

paella!
"ItICIIIERVED PERFORMANCE"
TICK ETS
NOW ON RALE) se %roil
"Reserved Performance." enahl,
you to buy • ticket In advance for
the evening twrformance of your
oholos and OVA RANTEES you a
for that p•erformance. Since
adva.noe %Interest Ind tact*, all wi
usual demand for tick Its, act now
to be assured the perforiminc*.
desire'

.•
•

"GONE WITH THE WIND" ..at
Features at 1 p.m. St 7 pin. Dec. 26 thru Jan. 14
Adults $2 00

Children $1.00

•
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'TV To Carry Several Programs Over
Holidays: Ball Games And First Lady's Life

LEDGER

&

—

TIME

Gray football classic, with North
South senior stars, is telecast
by CBS from Montgomery, Ala.
CBS broadcasts the annual Sun
Bowl football game from El Paso,
Texas, Arizona plays Auburn.

TELEVISION'
By JACK GAVER
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High Ind. Series Scratch
By JACK WOL18TON
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By MEI. HEIMER
WHEN Hollywood producer Sidney Sheldon
created the "I Dream of Jeannie" TV show for
')NBC. he definitely did not fashion the role of
the genie Jeannie for Barbara Eden butafter
a few weeks of work on the project, it's entirely
possible he began to wonder if he hadn't done
so after all.
"Sidney told me after he had signed me that
everybody he talked to kept saying 'Barbara
Eden IS Jeannie,'" Miss Eden says with a grin
on her handsome face. "And it reached a kind
of climax, I guess, when his cousin, a talent
agent, told him n the same thing. Of course, I
. have to add that the cousin was MY agent "

ft

WHETHER Sheldon was browbeaten into
signing Barbara or not, it was the wisest of
moves and now, as the show moves into its
fourth season, Miss Eden has become the most
beautiful 2500-year-old girl in the ,world. And a
household word. "Career-wise Ws/been marvelous," she says. -I've done lotriof guest appearances, played 'Kismet' onstage and even done a
nightclub act at the Frontier in Las Vegas."
Another result of the popularity of "Jeannie"
▪ os that movie people have begun to knock on
,is
door. "although early in my career, I made
a lot of films. I was kissed, hugged and mauled
endlessly and all I did was react - when the
camera happened to be on me." Much as she
likes the movie medium, however, Barbara
doesn't want to be in pictures on a large level
unless they can be good ones, "working with a
director like Billy Wilder, say, or doing some of
the kind of roles Shirley MacLaine has had."
6 Unless that comes about, she's content to stick
with video
'
THE BLONDE Miss Eden has more of a showbiz background than most. Tucson-born, she
sang with small dance bands in the San Francisco area from the time she was 14, but a good
dose of that convinced her it wasn't what she
wanted to do. "although I liked the musicians
and almost married one."
At IS she went to Hollywood and holed up at
the Studio Club, where such souls as Kim
Novak. Barbara Rush and Virginia Shaw had
preceded her "She got jobs in little theaters and
•WOrked nights as a bookkeeper in a Los Angeles
bank. It was while doing "The Voice of the
Turtle" for a little theater at Laguna Beach
that director Mark Robson spotted her and
shortly thereaftcr she got the big break, the
part of Loco in the "How to Marry a Millionaire" series.
Blue-eyed Barbara, has been branching out on
the music-and -dance side lately, with the act she
did in Vegas and she ha. a recording contract
DisiTbuied iy Kula
•
6

16

High Game Scratch

Horizons Are Widening Now for "Jeannie

M.

41

Bank of Murray

scuba pram with a free-floodThe Hickman County Falcons
one game for ing well and trap door with
rolled the South Marshall Re.
stairs down into the water
which permits divers easy enHoward Jones, coach of the try and exit.
University of Southern Califor—A paint-on, liquid plastic
nia football team from 1925- which virtually lets you "moth40, coached the Trojans to five ball" the corrosive metals of
Rose Bowl wins.
your boat.
• • •
—A device which allows one
Bob Waterfleld of the Los person to hoist a good-sized
Angeles Rams holds the NFL boat from ground to car-top
record for most points after carrier.
touchdowns in one season-58
—A surfboard with a small
in 1950.
motor contained inside making
• • •
it possible to ride on calm
Although the sport of curl- water with no surf at all.
ing was introduced in Califor--A non - metallic, plastic
nia only in 191,2. the state has outboard propeller which almore than 30e competitive ters shape slightly under heavy
curlers.
operation and Is guaranteed
against blade breakage

100 points in
Philadelphia.

NOTICE

Effective January 1, 1969

PARKER FORD. INC.
will offer

FREE
TOWING SERVICE

3093

High Individual Averages
J Neale
Jim Washer
T C. Hargrove'

Hub Dunn
D)n Abell
Noble Knight
Lyman Dixon
Frank &orgasmic=
Paul Buchanan
George Hodge
Al Horkay
•
H Garner
•
Vernon Riley
Roy McNeely
Ron Hoffman
•
E. H. Lax
Bob Carpenter
—Terry L. Arndt,

gressional Medal of Honor
in World War II.

190
181

180
178
175
174

24 Hours a Day on

174
173
173
172
172
172
171
171
170
170
170

Wrecked Vehicles
Provided They Are Repaired
at our

Ser.-Treas,
With a record pact and nightclub act,
Barbara Ed•n is beginning now to mak')
"I Dream of Jeannie" pay off large

DILLAR OR DOLLAR
Week of Dec. 13, 196l
L.
W.
Team Standings:
20
28
as well. Her pictures have included "The New Sparemakers
21
27
Interns," "The Seven Faces of Dr. Lao," "The Trumpets
26% 21%
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm" and Four Seasons
26% 214
"The Glass Bottle" On "Jeannie." of course, Befuddled Four
23% 24%
she plays not only the genie but also her dark- 4 Fantastic%
haired, seductive sister and her dark-haired Astros
22% 25%
zoffig mother.
26
22
Twisters
•
30
18
Glory Stompers
IT COULD BE, however, that the biggest
High Team Game
thing in her life is three-year-old Matthew, her Sparemakers
607
and Michael Ansara's son. The husky Ansara, Glory Stompers
508
who was "Coehise-. in TV and plays Indians all Astros
571
ovcr the place, although his ancestry is LebanHigh Team Series
ese, recently has been doing -The King and I"
1719
Glory Stompers
in Toronto. "He shaved his head and I helped
1632
Spareanak ers
him shave all the hair from his arms and legs,"
1603
Maros
Barbara grins. "I wish we could have had some
High Ind, Gams Scratch
home movies of it It would have won a comedy
205
Verona Grogan
Oscar "
191
-Shirley Wade
Features Syndocide

MODERN BODY SHOP
by our

SANTA SPECIAL!
$30 off on Hemington,

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
208 East Main Street

FORD REGISTERED TECHNICIANS

Palter Ford Inc.
Telephone 753-5273

Murray, Kentucky
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PAI111 POUR

THE LEDGER

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 751-1917 or 753-4947

Supper i nd Party

Held By Murray
Rainbow Girls
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
M11,11011be Hall on
Tuesday, December 17, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
Miss Marilyn Lasater, worthy
advisor, presided, and Miss Donna Boyd, recorder, read the
minutes.
Those introduced and welcomed were Betsy Riley, grand
representative to North Dakota
and past worthy advisor o f
Murray: Donna Boyd, grand representative to Colorado and
past worthy advisor of Murray;
Joyce Winchester, past grand
-representative to Vermont and
past worthy advisor of Murray;
Children of the members of the Kappa Department of
Barbie Keel, past grand repreWoman's Club aro pictured with gifts they resentative to Japan; Linda Dungi, Thee Murray
held Tuesday everiiryg
past worthy advisor of litirs-4; ceived from Santa Claus at the party
Millar lied the group In singing
Mrs.
Dan
house.
club
at
the
and Lana Kavanaugh Brown.
Mesdames Ed Overboy, Dan Shipley,
Miss Riley and Miss Boyd re- carols_ Hostesses were
Robert Scott, Hugh T. Rushing, Harold Hurt, and E. D. Robported on correspondence they
bad received from the grand erts.
representatives in their respective states.
Plans were made for the girls ilyn Lasater, Betsy Riley, Irene
to go carolling on Monday, De- Futrell, Donna Boyd, Barbie
Keel. PM Evans. Joyce Winchescember 23.
Preceding the meeting a pot- ter, Paulette Markovich, Claudia Welch, Cynthia Welch, Barluck supper was served in
Mrs. Evelyn V. Smith of New
or of the majority members oil bara Sledd. Pam Paschall, Lin- Concord and Joe Barron, form.
da
Showman,
Denise
Kalebrer,
1958 — Linda Dunn, age
erly of Cleveland, Ohio, were
Angela Beane, Kris Kimball,
jority, and Lana Beeline
married in a simple ceremony
Dee
Pugh,
Tress
McCord, Linda on Thursday.
Brandon. marriage majority.
December 19, at
Gifts were presented to Mlss Dunn. and Lana Kavanaugh the home of Rev Johnson EasDunn and Mrs. Brandon from Brandon
ley.
the Assembly. Mrs. Frances
Adults present were Mrs. • In attendance were the chilChurchill, mother advisor, and
Churchill and Mr Williams. dren of the bride, Lisa Gall
George Williams were also preMrs. Sybil Lasater assisted the and David Ray Smith. Also presented gifts from the Assembgirls in the serving of the pot- sent were Jack Morris and Mrs.
ly. Mr Williams presented the
luck supper and attended the Johnson Easley.
group with a box of candy.
Mrs. Barron, daughter of Mr.
Christmas party.
A potluck supper was served,
and Mrs. Gardie Jones of HaJanuary
meeting
The
7th
at
from the tables beautifully dezel Route Two, is a local realcorated in the Christmas motif. seven pm. will be at the Ma- tor, and Mr. Barron is retiredL
ofelection
An
sonic
of
Hall.
Gifts were later exchanged oy
from the United States Army
ficers will be held and "Miss
members of the Assembly.
Mr. and Mrs. Barron and her
Members present were Mar- Rainbow" will be crowned.

Evelyn V. Smith
And Joe Barron
Wed December 19

&
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And Glover
Vows Are Read
At Princeton Home

TKyle

The marriage of Mrs. Kathryn
'Kyleand Rev. Ed Glover, minister of the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyter.
Ian Church, was solemnized at
he home of Rev. Glovers mother at Princeton.
Rev. Ray Wiggington performed the double ring ceremony on Saturday, December
14, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
The attendants for the couple were Mrs. Larry (Kathy)
Wade, daughter of the bride,
and Danny Glover, son of Rev.
Glover.
For the wedding the bride
wore a pink knit suit with matching shoes and feather hat.
Mrs. Wade was attired in a pastel knit blue dress with matching coat and white shoes.
Following the ceremony Mrs.
Dudley Smith, sister of Rev.
Glover, and Mrs. Al Kipp of
Murray, cousin of Mrs. Ed
Glover, served punch, cake,
nuts, and mints from the reception table.
After the Christmas holidays
Rev_ and Mrs. Glover will visit
her daughter, Mrs. William R.
Henry and family of Satellite
Beach, Fla.
Rev. and Mrs. Glover are now
at home at 118 North Fourteenth Street, Murray.
Several relatives and friends
from Murray attended the wedding including Mrs. Lula Kyle,
mother-in-law of the bride.
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Mr. Thweatt's Day

Down the

en Path
••
t •

•

6\

"' • •:• /4
By Mrs. W
I'. ..1'
)'
.
AVILUAMS

1;4

however, and that is if we
As we plan Christmas for our
own loved ones and for the less !start feeding them it is wise to
fortunate, let's not forget an- keep it up, especially when snow
other
of friends .... the ir ice cover the ground.
And let's not forget the wabirds, who have given us pleasure
through the year. Most of us :er. Someone has suggested that,
ate shrubs with berries that in revere weather, a brick be
ttract birds, but all of us can heated and placed in the conAmer of water. It will keep the
ut out seed for them.
.There is one thing to remem water at a temperature above
freezing for a long time.
PRINCIPAL APPRECIATION DAY: Mr.
Melted suet packed with
sunflower seed
an
make
and Mrs. Barney Thweatt on Thursday,
ittractive tidbit for the larger
December 12, at North Marshall High
'birds, but even a handfufl of
bread crumbs will be appreciated
School where Mr. Thweatt is principal.
during times when there is no
natural food.
School.
Three weeks of top secretive
Feeding birds is one kind act activity came to an end ThursEveryone associated with the •
Mr. and Mrs. James Robert
Moyer of Glendale, California, that is truly rewarding. They day, December 12, at North school and Mrs. Thweatt were
anounce the birth of a son, express their gratefulness with Marshall High School when Bar- in on the top secret; of course,
twittering
and
an ney Thweatt, principal, was
Mr. Thweatt was completely
Brian James, born Wednesday their
occasional song, but most of all honored by the entire student
surprised. Reed Conder,
December 18.
The grandparents are Mr. and with their mere prescence at the body
Marshall
and
faculty marking superintendent of
Mrs. Robert Moyer, Dogwood feeder.
Principal Appreciation Day". County Board of Education, had
We might put out some corn
Drive, West, Murray, and Rev.
Mr. Thweatt on a trip for more
Mr. Thweatt was presented a
and Mrs. A. V. Havens of Glen- for the squirrels, also. We are three piece set of luggage, a
than two hours on the morning
dale, California. The new mo- told that the acorn and nut gift of the faculty and students, of the big day so final prether is a former resident of supply is short this fall and these as a token of appreciation for
parations could be made.
Ii
Murray having lived here when frisky little creatures may need the new image the principal has
Speakers included Mr. Bree• • •
her father was minister of the help before the cold days are given North Marshall
don, Mrs. Fox, Herman HarHigh
First Christian Church.
over.
rington, Janna O'Dell, and Reed
•••
children are spending the holiHouses are becoming aglow
Conder. The principal heard
days visiting Mr Barron's fam.
with Christmas lights and pine
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Byers himself described as having the
ily in Cleveland, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs. Danny Under- boughs and
berries, and children. Melanie and Ke- wisdom of Soloman,the patience
holly
The family will reside at New wood are the parents of a Christmas trees and tinsel, ith of Lexington will arrive of Job, and preservance of
Concord.
daughter. Melissa Gail, weigh- beautifully wrapped packages Monday to spend the holidays
David.
ing seven pounds nine ounces, under the tree —ail the glamor with their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Conder presented Mr.
• • •
born at six p.m. on Monday, and glitter of the holiday season. Rex Byers and Mr. and Mrs. Thweatt with letters of praise
December 18, at the Murray- But I think best of all it is a time Herman Lovins.
from Dr. Harry M.Sparks, MSU
Calloway County Hospital.
of smiling faces, of good wishes,
president, and Governor Louie •
two
have
The Underwoods
a hand held out to the
B. Nunn.
other children, Sherri, age five, unfortunate, a time when we say
Special guests other than Mrs.
MaX Plamck. a German
and DeAnn, age two. Rev. Un- to each other, "God bless us, physicist, formulated
the Thweatt were Shelby McCallum
the
of
pastor
the
is
derwood
Mrs. Collie Steele. 1626 Milmathematical concept known of Benton, state representative,
Methodist everyone."
ler Avenue, is visiting her son, Coldwater United
Grace Noll Crowell, one of as the quantum theory, says and Tom Butler of Paducah for
Lt Tom Steele and his wife, Church Circuit.
my favorite poets, has written a Collier's Encyclopedia.
WPSD-T V.
Grandparents are Mr. and
at Hanford, Califonia. Mrs.
bit of verse so I will let it
lovely
Steele made the trip by air- Mrs. J. C. Gallimore of Hazel be my message to
you for
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Under
plane
Christmas:
wood of Nashville, Tenn. Great
Whatever else be lost among
grandparents are Robert Mor
years,
the
Mrs
and
Tenn.,
ris of Puryear,
Let us keep Christmas still a
W. A. Gallimore of Paris, Tenn
shining thing:
•• •
Whatever doubts assail us, or
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Wallies what fears,
Let us hold close one day,
of Murray Route Five, Dill't
Trailer Court, are the parents remembering
its poignant meaning for the
of a son, Bryan John, Jr , weighing seven pounds nine ounces. hearts of men.
Let us get back our childlike
born at 4:30 a.m. on Thursday,
December 19, at the Murray. 'Infaith again.
•
Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Bywater of Louisville and Mr and Mrs. John
Walker of Red Bank, New Jersay.

group
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PERSONALS

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Boss 'Advances'

For the Holidays

DEAR BETTY: I hate to spoil sour Christmas. Kiddo but
there ain't ea Santa Claus If you could use a little cash land
who couldn't!I borrow it from a bank and be prepared to pay
a legitimate rate of Interest At least when the note comes
due you wail have to wrestle your banker for it.

New Caracas Airport
CARACAS UPI) — Venezuela is planning to build a $65
million international airport at
the present site of Malquetia
Airport, which serves Caracas.
The Ministry of Public Works
says the airport will be one of
he most modern in the world.
'Work is scheduled to begirt this
year and be completed by 1970.
100,000-PART CHRISTMAS TREE John Grove, product specialist for Arnphenol Industrial Division of the Bunke!Ramo Corp.. Chicago, iichnires his "Amphettee," a glistening Christmas tree he constructed of more than 100,000 gold
and silver plated Amphenol electrical connector contacts.
The ornaments are brightly colored test jacks for electronic test instruments.
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KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
.:ettiog up night•, burning, frequent
or ecanty flow, leg or back pain•
arn of functioaal kidney di.- "Danger Aimed." Give •
aueLz
gentle lift wit\ BURETS (take only
3 tabs • day for • days). Regulate
passage. ease actsn and pains or
your 45c back. NOW AT
HOLLAND DRUG

g ** ** *
a
•

•• MURR
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New '11.95
E.ATLE LP...
Our Price '8.88
PULAR SCIENCE RATES
MAGNAVOX COLOR TV
- REST! Try One from
LEACH'S MUSIC A TV
flIzieland ('. t. r
OPEN TII,L 00 I. M

DEAR ABBY: I am a young widow with three small children. My income is limited, but I do get a sitter in when I am
invited out for an evening by a certain gentleman who has
been paying me quite a lot of attention lately. Question:
Would. it be proper to ask the gentleman to pay for my sitter' He has Iota of money and isn't stingy with it.
ORANGEBL'RG. S. C.

OTASco

DEAR ORANGEBURG: It's not proper to ASK, but if you
"%Mt" a little *ad he OFFERS, it's proper to accept.

FOLLOWING
LOCATIONS

OPEN
SUNDAY

DEAR ABBY - Is it true that a child born out of wedlock
cannot be christened' Answer in the paper. please
NEEDS TO KNOW
DEAR NEEDS: NO A child born out of wirdlork can
deed be christeeed aad special efforts are usually made to
de se Talk to your clergyman

ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO KNOW." SEND WU TO ABBY, BOX WM, LOG
ANGELES. CAL NOIR.

•
•

•• •

DEAR CONCERNED: Tell him the truth--that his (ether
and you have decided that you could be happier living apart
And be sore to mention the word "divoree.7 It is better that
be hear It from you than from the neighbors or the kids at
school.

FOR

Gi

111111.1*

DEAR ABBY. How does a mother go about telling her 7year-old son that she and his father are getting a divorce'
On the advice of his attorney, my husband moved out of
our house nearly 2 weeks ago, and I haven't the heart to tell
our little boy that be is not coming---back [I told him that
Daddy was away on a business trip.]
Our son is a very sensitive child and he adores his father.
How can I soften the blow?
CONCERNED

Everybody has a probiem What's yours? leer a peranaid
reply write to Abby. Boa MM, Loa Assets% Cal.. WM MA
onelase a stamped. sell-addrvssed envelope.

a

gwozwAtkhkeikEtIAWAWAWf4Ellika4AW440:144ELKWAtk$11

By Abiaail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY I am V. my friends say I'm pretty, and I
am the new girl in a five-girl office My boss told me if I
needed a cash advance to buy Christmas presents he could
arrange it and I wouldn't have to sign any notes or pay any
interest Then he took hold of both my shoulders and sort of
pulled me toward him, but I made out like I thought it was a
joke and I got away from him
The truth is, I could sure use about 1200. but I am wondering if it would be a mistake to accept a cash advance'
BETTY IN BUFFALO

•"

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
IT WOULDN'T SE CHRISTMAS WITHOUT HOPE Taking tot.
annual Christmas cheer to U.S. servicemen overseas, Bob',
Hope signs autographs at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Yokosuka. Japan. before taking his troupe of entertainers,
including HI girls. for shows in Vietnam
,Rwisupholo,

•

753-8391

•
•
•
•

The Table Is All Decked With
Greenery And Fine
Things To Eat
at

•

•• Large
••
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THE HOLIDAY ROOM
Of The BANK of MURRAY
Please Join Us During Banking Hours
Between Now and CHRISTMAS
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GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY,
December 19—Center Station, the
visitor reception building in the
Conservation Education Center
in Land Between the Lakes will
be closed for renovation from
December 23 through January
31, the Tennessee Valley Authority announced today.
The visitor reception building
houses an information center, a
theatre where films on Land
Between the Lakes are shown,
and displays of native wildlife,
geological formations, relics of
the local iron industry, and other
area exhibits.
Visitors to the Conservation
Education Center this winter are
invited to hike the many woodland
trails, visit the old iron furnace
ruins, and see the wintering flock
of Canadian geese from the Silo
Overlook on Lake Barkley.
Many of the back country drives in Land Between the Lakes
offer excellent opportunities to
observe deer, wild turkey, bald
and golden eagles, and other
wildlif. Campers, hunters, and
fishermen visiting the area can
still enjoy the twenty (20) lake
access areas that offer picnic
tables, cooking grills, launching
ramps, and chemical toilets. Four of these areas offer potable
water year-round.
Several hunting seasons remain open in Land Between the Lakes. Squirrel season will be open
through December 31. The quail
and rabbit season in the Kentucky portion of Land Between the
Lakes will remain open through
January 31;-the Tennessee season
for these species will close December 31. The goose season will
close January 12 throughout Land
Between the Lakes. The duck season will close in Kentucky portion
of the area on January 1; and the
Tennessee portion on January 5.
The racoon and opossum season
will close with two weekend hunts, on December 20 and 21 and
January 10 and 11. A permit is required to hunt game in Land
Between the Lakes. The permit
can be acquired free of charge
by presenting your hunting license at the TVA information office at Golden Pond.

•

II ',hristmas is a
winter wonderland, covered
by a blanket of pure white snow. We
send you our sentiment
during this brisk season through our
warmest wishes and a hearty "Thanks."
Merry Christmas.

•
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Jerry and Jackie Russell of
Aurora, along with Ronald Phillips, Phillip Bogard and Jimmie
Burkeen of Murray, caught 18
coons on a hunt, Friday 13, in
the Land Between the Lakes.

registered. Seventeen of the
coons were brought home by
the boys, who were home by
midnight. The other coon was
left behind, lodged in a tree.

The boys were accompanied
by a Land Between the Lakes
official, who went along to observe the hunt.
The hunters had three dogs
on the hunt, none of which is
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Barkley Lake.
Joe Pat Futrell, E. N. Wilson and Ed Childers at
GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY, Dedember 17—Coon hunters are
enjoying the most successful racoon season in the history of Land
Between the Lakes, the Tennessee Valley Authority announced today.
The first two of four weekend hunts were held December 6 and 7
and 13 and 14. A total of 149 hunting parties composed of
hunters participated in the two hunts bagging 274 racoons, Two more
weekend hunts are scheduled for December 20 and 21 and January
10 and 11.
"We are pleased with the results of the racoon hunt," said W.
Sherrill Milliken, Operations Manager for Land Between the Lakes.
"Our racoon population is. unusually large this year and the success
of the coon hunters is contributing to theoverall success of our wildlife management program in Land Between the Lakes. We hope coon
hunters in the surromnding area will takeadvantageof the two weekends remaining in the season."

Hunters are requested to check in and out of the three checking
stations located in Land Between the Lakes. The stations are located at the intersection of Blue Springs Road and Tennessee Highway
49; TVA headquarters at Golden Pond; and on Kentucky Highway
453 near the former site of Twin Lakes, three miles south of
Barkley Canal. The check-in stations open at 4:30 p.m. and hunting
hours are from 5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.
There is no limit on coons in the Kentucky portion of Land Between the Lakes; there is a limit of one per peson in the Tennessee
section. A small game permit is required to hunt racoons in Land
Between the Lakes. The permits can be acquired without charge by
presenting, your hunting license at the information office in Golden
Pond or at any of the check-in stations. There is no hunting on Sunday in Land Between the Lakes.
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Graves Morris and Edd Morgan killed 4 geese on December 18, 1968.
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Be a good sport, JOIN the
CALLOWAY COUNTY SPORTSMAN'S CLUB
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Ledger & Tines
Largest Paid Circulation
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753-1933

4th & POPLAR

MARTIN OIL COMPANY

Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled
Located W Railrniso, kvenue

Phone 753-4852

0
TAYLOR
MOTORS

A VERY MERRY

rblizer

Bulk Distributor
1149 Pogue Avenue

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.
"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
'
MAJOR BUSINESS,

HUTSON

2nd & Main Streets

"WEST KENTUCKY'S

4a

TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PHONE 753-1372

•
•

A Friend of Conservation
who is Proud of the
Accomplishments of
Local Sportsmen

WARD - ELKINS

LIBERTY
Super Market

•

Our New Gun Department

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

a
a
•

Is Now Open!

a
a

We Have All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

10 USED CARS
io MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5862 *

•
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps •
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucky

CA11441 & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
6th and Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky
VERBLE TAYLOR

•

C. I. CALM mi.

$
•
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S

•
•
•
•

Famous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

•
Highway 6$

Aurora, Ky.'
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SKORZENY OUSTED
counsellor
The
can help
gram'
Catholic
Medical
ANTI-NUCLEAR PROTEST
cal
Conher
Brooklyn
Center
of
and are expected to handle I mil- A
LEACH POLE
the student design a program
NEW YORK ( UPI) — When Queens is completed In 1972 lion %isits annually, says Rob- I.
the $60 million catholic Medi- clinics for ambulatory patients ert W Murphy, director ot
and provide opportunities which
are realistic and yet not limit
his ambitions.
ROME UPI - The former Nazi
SASEBO, Japan UPI - Anti- TOKYO UPI - An II-member
High school students may de- SS colonel who treed Italian Dicnuclear desnonstrators snakeda- Japanese team arrived at the
velop social problems. The tator Benito Mussolini in World
aced through a perk today near South Pole today after fighting
counsellor can be an excellent War II never got a chance to rethe docks where the U.S. nuclear 76-below zero temperatures and
sounding board ant advisor in enact his feat for television Wepowered submarine Plunger was storms in an overland trip that
helping the students arrive at dnesday. Italy ordered him home
moored but the protest fell W' began Sept. 28, the Japanese Ed.
Santa's on his way with a sleighful of
solutions.
as an undesirable.
By DAVID NYD1CK
abort of what has beenpromised. ucation Ministry said.
A most important area of
merry wishes for you, plus a
Former
Col.
Otto
Skorzeny
UPI Education Specialist
The rally at Matsuura Park
The grow became the eighth
operations for the guidance who now is a businessman in Sphearty "Thank you"
The guidance counsellor in a
drew 2,900 persoias, police said. grovp to reach the South Pole
counsellor is that of assisting
from us, too/
But socialist and labor officials by land since a Norwegian team high school is a most important with college admissions. This ain arrived in Italy for reconstruction of his exploit for a
person in the individualization
claimed there were 11,000.
made It in 1911.
can be a difficult task for stuof the progracn. He or she is dents who don't k.now how to CBS television crew. Police met
the one who can help and ad- go about it. Colleges vary in the plane and told Skorzeny he
vise each individual student and specialties, admission require- was unwelcome in Italy, putting
the parent_ The guidance coun ments, and size. The counsellor him on the next plane out.
selor should not always make
is familiar with many colleges
the decisions but should try to and can be most help in sughelp the individual arrive at gesting appropriate choices.
his own understanding.
MEMORIAL REPAIRED
An area of concern which has
The guidance counsellor can received much recent publicity
be the difference between suc- is that of drop-outs. Student;
cess and failure of a student drop out of school for a variety
What are some of the ways In of reasons. Regardless of the
LONDON UPI - Britain has
which a counsellor can be help- cause, they may suffer for the finished repairs to the memorial
WE WILL BE CLOSED . .
rest of their lives. Research has to the late President John F.
From 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church
Should a student be in a shown that drop-outs are more Kennedy at
Hour
Runnymede where
general, commercial, vocational -likely to be unemployed. They. the
Magna Carta was signed, the'or college preparatory pro face many financial problems
government said Wednesday. It
as adults. The guidance counsel, was damaged by an explosion
lor can play an important role last October.
802 Chestnut Street
a.
in helping these students to
remain in school until graduation.
•7
INA •
.
= N/A :11•1 =II AIM =81111J
•
OM•or•NI••Ni NO•
=DNB NMI
••• ••• ••••
mom
2:3,5;
All in all, the guidance coun
senor has a very important part
UI
in a high school program. He
is the person who can help each
111
individual student to be a suc1)
III
cessful graduate and adult.
THE LEDGER

Guidance
Counsellor
Is Important

GREETTING9

WALLIS DRUG

•
•

WILL BE OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

Indoor Comfort Center

Division Freed Cotham Company

emn•••.•

WAYNE. N.J. (UPI) — Human hair acts as a filter and
traps nearly all the dirt it
comes Into contact with. As a
result, city dwellers usually
must shampoo more often than
rural residents. Hair should be
shampooed whenever it looks
or feels dirty, no matter what
the frequency, according to
John H. Breck, Inc., producer
of hair care products.

Includes ... ALL WRAPPING PAPER!

III
iSi

!I!

Max, James, Ruby, Reva and Gene
311 N. 4th Street

hi
III

Phone 753-4612

Murray, Kentucky

SHOOTING SPREE -Identified
as Sherman Kline 'above) of
Brussells.
a man shot and
killed his wife and three other persons, and wounded four
of Mc 10 children with two
pistols at a Christmas reunion with his estranged wife
in Carlinville, Ill. He fled,
admitted the killings to a
brother in O'Fallan, Mo., then
shot himself fatally.

GREETING
•nta's on his way with a sheighful of
merry wishes for you, plus a
hearty "Thank you"
from us, tool

MERRY

Flameproof!
Reusable!

Regular hr Foil
26 sit 1.1.

III
III
III
III
due

III

59e
Value

Prier

o ROLLS OF,

HI
III

2

Halt
Price!

9)1c

TO ALL!

Ill

Half
Price!

CHRISTMAS CARDS

JAMES W. PARKER

Rudy Barnett
William G. Barnett
Walter Hutchens

1'1 II I

Carlos Jones

Freddie Herndon
J. D. Robinson
James F. Scott
Pat Watkins
Jerry Graham
Janice Graham
Res Parker
J. D. "Moe" Martin

•

is

P
11

II
Ill

•

For Him! OLD SPICE - JADE
EAST - HAI KARATE and
ENGLISH LEATHER

BARBIE DOI
Christmas W
3 or sold sep
choose from.

SIAMESE KIT
ce for a cuddll
Only one love
by Xmas. Phi

A RANGER
* tape player,
$100.00. Phone
PLATFORM 1
Lent condition.

111
.
1

•

sill

SI

ie
ie
is

$2.50

Shop Say-Rite For That Last Minute
Gift for Him or Her ...and Save!

!I!

ERVIN McCIJ
Betw
acres.
, Shores and I
1, Could be fern
into lake pro
a land. Sixonion
IP barn. Call Si
Administrator,
Kentucky 436
p. m.

POOL TABLE,
priced, excelle:
phone 753-7751

•

a 21 NICE WE
• 489-3241
E. CONS
white TV, wc
like new, $85
h Home, 210
753-5817

•G.

8-YEAR-OLD
male, broke.
setter bird (
broke Lee Re(
435-4525

li

*THREE

and (
English Sent
✓alid white.

For Her! CHANTILLY CHANEL NO. 5 - COTY
AMBUSH - TABU

MI=
New ex
conditic

JOE W. PARKER

-

DISCOUNT
PRICED!

DISCOUNT
PRICED!

III

Toy SALE!

Mac Tucker
Harold D. Garner
Judy Hughes
Olvie Mathis

Rayford Henry

▪ GET YOUR
for Christmai
•$1.00. Babrey
210 E. Main
5817.

!,,.

Tilghman Barrow
R. L. Dowdy

dies and mei
out one-half
ial mens Non
ver $9.99. Be
uses 220 fib
while they Is
& Home, 210 1
753-5817.

Value

Your FORD Dealer
-::-

a ELGIN, BULO

IS

II
III
III
III

JOHN H. PARKER

•

IS

11 ilt

I')
Nlii

OLIVER 60 Ti
disc, plow an'
✓ Phone 438-544

30 z 54 INCE
O ror, beveled
hair dryers, $
Perfect Christi
.753-2228

In

!I!

Parker Ford Inc.

ill

III
e

III
Value

LOVELY
C
Phone 753-381

SI

,
e..VArer.r —1
/
5
)
elind
$1.19

•CLEAN carpel
Lustre makes
Rent electric
Western Auto

UI

Our

!I!
Ill

s

NI

ii

Glass or
Plastic

26" i80"

CARPET col(
Bring 'em ba•
Use Blue Istle
shampooer
Stare.

•CHRISTMAS
son Portable '
lar $24.95 no
Hurry, Holland

III

1110 to ie Package

ORNAlIENTS

WRAPPING PAPER

III
II

Ill

III

IN
Ill

eel
H.

hi

II

TAGS, SEALS
& NAME TilliS

ICICLES

.GUNS - GAMES \
oft

Mike Barnett
Web Stoneburger
Glenn Card

Amanda Roberts
Norman Leroy Frasier
Alvis Sanders
J. D. Morris

Ill

,
Carolers SI ng" the
joys of Christmas.
and may those
joys be yours
Your generous
support and trust
is really appreciated
Many, many thanks'

ne •

‘14‘) DOLLS - TRUCKS III
Many More
SPF
Wide
II'
Selection!
.

III
III

.attf

:•:1”

Johnny Herndon
Jack Sanders
William Morris
G. L. Cody

P01

•ONE G. E. (
maple cabir
$375.00. Babn
210 E. Main S

NINE FLAGS
Cologne for n
land
f dran
Dru
ce is
the country W
Give your ma
* year. Holland

III
Ill

II

Here Are Just A Few Samples of Many Values . .

LIN ROIL OF
WHAPPItili PIPER

•

iii

YES! WE'RE CLOSING OUT ALL CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES!

ill
US
HI
III
Ill

UI

iti
ALL LIGHT SETS!

ALL ORNAMENTS! TINSEL! ICICLES! WREATHS! ALL TREE,
TABLE, DOOR, MANTLE DECORATIONS! CHRISTMAS CARDS!

i

Max H. Churchill Funeral Home

SAVE up to 50ZON ALL
CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES !
SHOP
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

r;r1lAtt"3

•

MI.• IMM• amo •

•IM• ••••

••••1•• =MI•MI

\ Cart

'I I
.•

hristmas is a
winter wonderland, covered
by a blanket of pure white snow. We
send you our sentiment
during this brisk season through our
warmest wishes and a hearty "Thanks."
Merry Christmas.

no• .m•• mg.

•

PAGE &EVE
•
•

Tidwell's Paint and
Floor Covering

SI,

4th & Maple
South Side of Square

660
s

41

Ill
It'

Because of Our
Tremendous Buying
Power, We Can Sell

QUALITY DRUGS
at Low
DISCOUNT PRICES

Experiei

III

Top fire

HI

1

hi
III

Experie
product

Experle

eee
'STORE HOUR S:
8:30-8:00
Til Christrnas
Mon. -Sat.

UI
III
111

TOT

•

Ill
III

ill
III
e••••112.T

Salaries
bene fits
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m•
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THE LEDGFejk&

ikey,SO Pais
1//0•Rent
wow na

BABY RABBITS, $1.00 each. fired tobacco base and 18 acre
Call Mike Schroeder in Alm°, corn base, $12,600.00
D-23-C A NEW BRICK house near Al•ONE G. E. Color console TV, 753-5472.
maple cabinet. Repossessed,
ROUND TABLE, organ stools, m° Heights, 3bedroorns, dining
$275.00. Bilbrey's Car & Home, love seat and
hall tree. Phone area, central heat, carpeting
210 E. Main St., Phone 753-5617. 492-8594 after 6:00
p. m. D-23-C throughout. Ready for immedD-21-C
iate occupancy, possession with
deed. $16,000 00.
HELP WANTID
CARPET colors looking dim?
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Bring 'em back-give 'em vim. LIGHT WORK with dairy farm. Co. 502
Maple Street, Murray,
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric en. Part time, need car. Call Kentucky
753-4342; Donald R.
$1.
shampooer
Tidwell's
Paint
753-1452.
D-21-C and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
•
Store.
D-21-C
phone 753-5020; Bobby Grogan
SERVICES OFFERED
-Home phone 753-4278; Paul
CLEAN
carpets
with
ease.
Blue
•
Lustre makes the job a breeze. NOTICE: We repaire all makes Dailey Jr.-Home phone 753H-D-21-C
Rent electric shampooer $1. Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mix- 8702.
Western Auto Store.
D-21-C ers, irons, heaters, all email
WANTED
TO
BUY
appliances. Ward & Skins, 409
a!gaze. Maple,
LOVELY
Corduroy
Dec.-36-C WANTED: Firewood delivered.
Phone 753-3818.
D-23-C
D-21-P
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and Please call 753-7548
OLIVER 60 Tractor and 12 foot REPAIRS or REMODELING
disc, plow and trailer, $300.00. FREE estimates. Call 753-8123
NOTKI
✓ Phone 436-5444.
TFC or 435-4651.
Jan -23-C
NEWLY OPENED hi Murray, a
s ELGIN, BULOVA, Waltham, laLOST AND POUND
studio specializing in weddings
dies and mens watches. Close
and fine portraiture. For apout one-half price. Extra spec- LOST: Female Weimaraner dog pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO,
with
chain
collar
and
tags,
anial mens Norelco Electric Sha223 South 13th. 753-3007.
ver $9.99. Bedforflex Camera, swers to name of Fraulien. If
D- TFNC
seen
or
found call 753-8719.
user 220 film, special $2.99,
D-23-C ELECTROLUX &ALES & Earwhile they last. Bilbrey's Car
vice, Box 213 Murray, Hy, C.
& Home, 210 E. Main St., phone LOST: 4 months-old
Beagle,
753-5617.
D-21-C male puppy, black and tan, vici- M. Sanders. Phase 3112.31711.
X.Y.
)GET YOUR Goodyear Record nity 10th and Miller. Has red
for Christmas. Stereo Album, collar. Call Keith Cunningham NEW ANTIQUE SHOP! Kai
D-21•C Tuck Trading Post. Owned and
•$1.00. Bilbrey's Car & Home, 753-1350.
KO E. Main St., phone 753- LOST: Siamese cat, adult, fe- operated by Kiln Tuck Territory, Inc. Fabulous array of
5617.
male, Seal Point. Loet in vicinmerchandise. Located two miles
ity
of
Five
Points and College north of Kain
NINE FLAGS!!! After Shave/
Tuck Territory,
Farm
Road. Phone 753-1225.
Cologne for men. Now at Holthree miles south of Kentucky
1TP Dam, on Hwy. 841. Next to
land Drugs. Each Nine Flags
fragrance is as distinctive as
Bob's Smorgasbord. Open 7
FOR RENT
the country which produced it.
days a week, 10 to 4. For apGive your man a country this NICE SLEEPING rooms for pointment call 502-527-9048.
111 year. Holland Drugs.
D-24-C boys, 1 block from campus. Call
D-31-C
753-6425 or 753-5962. Jan-15-NC
•CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!!! RonIT'S NEVER too late for your
son Portable hair dryer. Regu- HOUSE TRAILER for sale or Christmas shopping for office
lar $24.95 now only $12.88. rent and 2-bedroom house for Supplies at the Ledger h
Hurry, Holland Drugs.
D-24-C rent. Phone 492-8404.
D-24-P Times.
D-24-NC
PO* SALE

will be available until 12:00
NOON EASTERN STANDARD
TIME on the day preceding the
bid opening at the Division of
Contract Controls at a cost of
$2 each. Bid proposals are issued only to prequalified contractors, except on projects upon which the prequalification requirements have been waived.
Remittance payable to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky
must
accompany request for proposals. (NON REFUNDABLE)
H-1TC
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE

er owned car. 302 V8 automatic transmission, power steering.
factory air, vinyl interior, 18,000
miles. Parker Ford Used Car
Dept. 753-5273.
D-23-C

they play in our lives," he said.
"I also learned that many of
our hardwood trees are now in
great demand because there has
not been an adequate replanting program to replace those
cut."

-ForINSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAG
LOANS

Cline is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George H. Cline. The elder
Cline is a lumber inspector.
Cline received a pen and pencil set from the American Forest Institute, sponsor of the 4-H
Forestry program. His work
was selected for honors by the
Cooperative Extension Service
at the University of Kentucky.

luxe. A good looking clean bug.
$595.00. Parker Ford Used Car
Dept. 753-5273.
D-23-C

1965 OLDS 88, 4-door hard-top.
1964 Chevrolet, 4-door sedan.
SPANN & WILSON
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Murray, Ky.
Corner of 6th and Main. D-23-C MIS S. 4th
TFC
1967 MERCURY Cougar, V-8.
Gold and black. A sharp local
car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept.
753-5273.
D-23-C •

e

Named 4-H
Fsaore
stry
inner

1964 PONTIAC Grand Prix,
black vinyl roof. 1965 Chevrolet, 4-door sedan. Local car.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Calmer of 6th and Main. D-23-C W•

Utah Champs
WEST JORDAN, Utah
(UPI)-Cftme Fullmer is the
only native-born Utah athlete
to win a world championship
holding the middleweight boxing title for four years before
retiring in 1964.
Pitcher-Quarterback
PirrssuRGH UPI)-Bobby Lane, one of the all-time
National Football Lea g u e
greats, also was a star baseball pitcher. Layne WRS undefeated in three years of varsity
competition as a pitcher for
the University of Texas baseball team.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

4 Negative
5-Allowance for
waste
6-Cans
7 Urge on
8 Football
position (abbe),
9.Calrn
10 Wear away
12-Experiences
13 Flying
creature
16-District in
Germany
19-Visionary
21-Ragint
23-More recent
25-Frun (pl.)
27 Indefinne
number
28 Hawaiian
wreath

Answer to Yesterday's Plink

Egiii0M
Z11201 CICIEU CIPIP

moon= no onq
moos amino
nmonagoo on

1,18th President
6-Brief
11-Sharp reply
00MR0
13-Larger
NEIM OMO OA
14-Babylonian deity
DUO OMA nONMA
15-Ptaguing
310 01100OZPW
17 Artificial
SOMMO MPG
language
MOM
18 Total
9000 ANWM
20.Formw
MED
ACIM
Russian rulers
1:
21-Communist
30 Frolics
39-City in Italy
22-Gull-like bird
31 Sowed
40-Traced
24-Youngster
43 Man's
32-Clasarti
25-Sheet of glass
nickname
33-Sounded a horn
26-Close-fitting
44-Bishopric
heavy Jacket
34-Rent
28-Unaspirated
47-Symbol for
35-Tropical
teNmm
fruit
29-Holds in high
37-Poets
49-14e6rew letter
regard
30-Chair
)
, 76
7
.:
, ....
5
$ 9 10
5
4
1
2
31-Mergenser
.9
32-Enthusiasm
12
11
34-Condescendmg
look
iv. 17
16
14
35-Click beetle
iv.
OM
36-SupercilIOUS
21
19 eV 20
:
18
person
38-Without end
n
(poet.)
X*"
" '24
39 Peeled
27
• X. 28
41 Tibetan
M.
gazelle
...Or.
4
V
.6- -•:' 19
'.:•:'; 30
.:4
.
.
°
42 Pad notice
.•:'.44:_f.::
''''.".1
43 Snickers
45.1mtials ot 26th
....9.
President
t':.:136
*035
37
46 Bristly
' 39
40 ,'4)
38
48-leaked through
50,Dropsy
42
44 W45
43
•••••
51 Unwanted plants
X•
49
47
46
DOWN

nO

ono unn

1967 OPAL Cadet Rally Sport. 1953
CHEVROLET
pick-up,
1966 Chevrolet Pick-up truck, $150.00. A good one for huntlong wheel base, 6-cylinder, ers. Parker Ford Used Oar Dept.
on onnmoo
Pt-night shift. Low mileage.
753-5273.
D-23-C
Gum
and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornmoon
1963 BUICK Sky Lark, 2-door
er of fith and Main.
D
hard-top. 1963 Ford Galaxie 500.
1986 CHEVROLET II Nova,
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
door sedan. white, 6-cylinder Corner of 0th and Main D-23-O)
automatic transmission. Loco
one owner, very low mileage. 1963 DODGE 330, 4-door sedan.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. 1983 Pontiac Catalina. 4-door
753-5273.
D-23-C sedan. Cain and Tayin Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th al d Main.
1966 CHRYSLER Newport, 4D-23-C
oN
door hard-top. 1962 Pontiac Cat
1962 PONTIAC Sky Chief, 4alias 2-door hard-top. Cain
door hard-top, local car. 1982
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner
6th and Main.
D-23-C Chevrolet Impala, 6-paaaanger
Roger Gine
station wagon. Cain and Taylor
1965 MUSTANG, blue, 2
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Roger
Cline,
17, of Olive Hill,
hard-top, 8-cylinder, automatic Main.
D-23-C s the state's top 4-H forester
transmission. A solid local cat.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. 1962 FORD Ye-ton plc c-up truck. this year.
Cline, who has followed proj•
753-5273.
D-23-C 1964 Falcon Ventura, 4-door se- ects in the forestry program
clan, automatic. Cain and Tay1965 BUICK LaSsibre 4-door se- lor Gulf Station. Oor ter of 8th for three years, began by planting 2,000 black walnut trees.
dan. 1965 Pontiac 4-door hard- arid Main.
D•23-C Since then he has completed
top. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta.
tion. Corner of 6th and Main. 1963 DODGE Dart, 4-door sedan. studies and activities in conservation, forest safety and lumberD-23-C 1962 Chevrolet, 6-clinder, 4-door ing
lore. He received the chamsedan, automatic. 1965 Buick
1962 CHEVROLET Bel-Air sta- Wildcat, 4-door hard-top. Cain pionship rosette and gold cup
ti -n wagon, 327 engine Air, and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- for his forestry demonstration
at the Kentucky State Fair this
power. Good condition, $485.00. er of 6th and Main.
D-23-C year.
1.Massive
Phone 753-8977.
D-21-C
2-Schoolbook
McCLURE'S ANTIQUE Shop
1988 FORD Fairlane 500, 4-door "I have learned a greater reDistr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inr. 21
3-Near
now ope nfor business. Also 1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 2-door de- sedan. Beige and white, a Park- spect for trees and the role
have for sale, Flight-way wood I
heater; 30-inch electric range;
used commodes and bath tubs;
metal kitchen cabinet with sink;
six hole deep freeze. Highway
C:IRISTMAS 15 ON TO_P)
CHIti5TMAs 160N TOP OF A STEEP (
121 east, one mile from city
limits. Phone 753-4770, Kynois
NILL,At4D 114E CLOSER YOU GET TO
OF A STEEP HILL !
McClure.
D-21-P
IT, 714E STEEPER THE HILL IS!

iii

111

ill
UI

:4:15

BARBIE DOLL clothes for HOUSE at 1405 Henry, unfurnChristmas. Wardrobes sets of ished, gas heat. Phone 753-8538.
3 or sold separately. Many to
D-21-C
choose from. Phone 753-3754.
TWO
•
BEDROOM
brick house
D-24-C
on North 10th. Natural gas heat.
30 x 54 INCH plate glass
Phone 753-2477.
D-23-C
•ror, beveled edge. 2 new GE
LARGE
PRIVATE
hair dryers, $10.00 and $12.00.
lot for moPerfect Christmas presents. Call bile home Has water, sewerage,
'753-2226.
D-21-C electricity. apple trees, and garden space Located in Stalk. WANDA NOUN is now emSIAMESE KITTENS. Last chan- Call 489-3623.
D-24-C ployed as a beauty operator at
ce for a cuddly stocking stuffer.
The Hairdresser, 202 South 6th
Only one lovebug left. Must go
REAL ESTAT3 FOR SALE
Street. Phone Wandif at 753by Xmas. Phone 753-7664.
3530 for an appointment.
D-21-C TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
D-23-P
town and university, 5 bedA RANGER STEREO home rooms, 2 baths, screened in
LEGAL NOTICE - •tape player, 2 months old, porch, 2 fireplaces, 753-3493
Notice is hereby given of an
$100.00. Phone 436-5381. D-24-C
Jan.-8-C application with the Federal
PLATFORM ROCKER. Excel
Communications
Commission,
lent condition. Phone 753-2911. BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
Washington, D. C. for an eduD-24-NC home. Dining room, family cational
non-commercial FM
room. GE kitchen, including disERVIN McCUISTON farm, 98 posal and dishwasher. Large lot, radio station to be constructed
Panorama fenced back yard. Upper twen- by Murray State University,
Between
acres.
Shores and Lakeview Shores. ties. Call for appointment to see Murray, Kentucky, 42071. The
Could be farmed or developed after 5:00 p. m and weekends, parties to the application are
TFC The Board of Regents, Murray
101 into lake project. Joins TVA 753-3123
State University, Dr. Harry M.
ia land. Six-room house. Tobacco
IP barn. Call Raymon McCuiston, 3 MILES from subdivision pro- Sparks, President; and the DeAdministrator, New Concord, perty, west of Murray, a 47 acre partment of Communications,
Kentucky 436-2251 after 5:00 farm in an excellent neighbor- Murray State University, Dr.
D-24-P hood. Black-top road, a beauti- Ray Mofield, Chairman.
p. m.
The purpose of the filing is
ful, rolling, wooded building
POOL TABLE, 8 ft., reasonably site, stock barn, tobacco barn, to secure a construction permit
priced, excellent condition, tele- about 40 acres of cleared land. to begin building such FM radio facility.
phone 753-7758.
D-2.1-P Bargain priced at $12,500.00.
The application was tendered
A THRIVING, growing business
a 21 NICE WEANED pigs. Call located at Stella. Owner will for filing with the FCC NoveanD-21-C
• 4811-3241.
sell with terms or lease At- ber 5, 1968 and has been ac0 G. E. CONSOLE, black and tached 3-bedroom dwelling. Ex- cepted for filing by the FCC
white TV, wood cabinet. Just cellent income. Proven profit- with notification dated December 13, 1968.
like new, $95.00 Bilbrey's Car maker.
Call letters have not been
& Home, 210 E. Main St., phone A 80 ACRE FARM near South
D-21.0 Pleasant Grove. 1.5 acre dark assigned but the station pro753-6617.
poses to operate on 91.3 mc
with an effective radiated power
6-YEAR-OLD setter bird dog,
to
Buy
or
Sall
I
of 13.2 kw with both vertical
male, broke. One 24 year-old
Real Estate-- - --and horizonal radiation. Studsetter bird dog, male, 90%
FULTON
YOUNG REALTY
ios are proposed for the third
broke. Lee Redden, Lynn Grove
4th and Maple
floor of Wilson Hall. The transD•23-P
435-4525.
Office
phone
753-7333;
mitter and radiatng system of
*THREE and one-half year old Home phone-Fulton Young,
the channel 217 station will be
AUNT AINIVEIL BE
English Setter, male, almost Broker, 753-4946, R B Patlocated 1.67 miles NNW of ASKING IF YOU'RE PLANNING
terson, salesman. 436-5807
solid white. Call 753-5309.
Farmington, Kentucky. Utiliza- A VISIT, AUNT ROWENA .
p-23-c
tion will be made of the pre
WHAT'LL I TELL HER
sent WKMUTV tower. No increase in height will be effected but side-mounting will give
a height above average terrain
New expanding division of leading firm in air
of
487 feet.
conditioning and industry requires . . .
A copy of the application is
available for public inspection
In the office of Dr. Ray Mofield,
Salaries in accordance with experience. Liberal
Wrather Hall, on the campus of
benefits.
Murray State University.
Persons wishing to comment
for or against this application
Experienced in general and cost accounting
should address their remarks
Top financial position in organization.
to the FCC, Washington, D. C.,
20564.
D-24-C
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by Ernie Bushmiller
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So*

(PHOOEY-- I
THOUGHT THIS
WAS MY BEST
DISGUISE

Us

by R. Van Buren
SHE
AND I WANT 'IOU 70
SEE MY WIFE BECKY. MUST BE IP SHE
SHE'S YOuR KIND OF
BELONGS TO
PEOPLE .
YOU, SLATS.

Additional Staff Members
Accountant

Ifl U I P..
'.14 I, U...1141

5,141.•4 loc

Manufacturing Industrial
Engineer

Li
I

ap

Experienced in methods, sheet metal tooling
production standards.

Production Control Man
Experienced in scheduling and inventory.

Detail Draftsman
Experienced

Laboratory Technician
High School graduate with technical courses
and mechanical aptitudes
Contact:
- ,
PAUL ENGLE, General Manager
Light Components Dept.
Carrier Corporation
Murray, Ky.
131 East Main
D21c

III

. .
•

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of High
ways, at its office, Frankfort.1
Kentucky. until 10:00 A. M
Eastern Standard Time on the
3rd day of January, 1969, at
which time bids will be public.
ly opened and read for the improvement of:
CALLQWAY COUNTY, F 193
(la), SP -111-3; The Murray-Bent
on (US 641) Road„ from approximately 1500' south of Ut
terhack Road. extending northerly to approximately 300' south
of Ky 464, a distance of 2.822
miles. Grade, Drain and Bitum
inous Concrete Surface Class I
Bid proposals for all projects

AN'SOON THAT
SA NGW I DGE
WILL BE COMIN'
TH ROUGH ON
RYE

•
ate

•

•
•
•

•
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Jackie Kennedy To
LOCAL WOMAN .. . Quotes From The News•
SEEN & HEARD ... Retire
From The
(Continued Frown Pees 11

By UNITED PRESS L'..ThltNATIONAL

Public Eye, Report

not in gifts and outer display,
(CentinuesVProm Pose 1) •
Thierot,
NEW ORLEANS — Longshoreman George
but in the inner offerings of
husband,
dockworkers
YORK
UPI
her
NEW
Survivors
are
Mrs.
Aristhe
of
resumption
that
the
faith
abide
in the
love and
commenting on
of Murray
heart." — Esther Baldwin York totle Onassis has already made Tommy Smotherman
strike in Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports:
Route Three; two daughters,
her New Year's resolution.
We'll have a_
"I hope this thing lasts until Jan. 10.
She Is going to retire to priv- Mrs. Bessie Williams of Pano1111111041 Is the season which
and Mrs. Peggy nice Christmas vacation."
engages the whole world in a ate life with no publicity, if she rama Shores
Prescott of Murray; four sons,
conspiracy of love." — Hamil- can help it.
WASHINGTON — Leonard H. Goldenson, presideng
That was the word today from Calvin Milby of Pottertown,
ton Wright Mabie
remarking at a
the former Mrs. John F. Kenne- Jackie Smotherman of Murray of the American Broadcasting System,
on violence in
Smotherman
panel
Route
Three,
Bill
presidential
special
by
a
hearing
"At Christmastide the open dy's secretary, Nancy Tuckerof Murray Route Six, and Char- the three major networks:
man,
hand
"It's the way it's going to be," les Smotherman of the U.S.
Scatters its bounty o'er sea and
"We reject any attempt to abridge the freedom of
said Miss Tuckerman in refusing Army, Fort Houston, Texas.
land,
our news department as we see it."
Mrs. Smotherman is also surAnd none are left to grieve to divulge when Mrs. Onaesis is
flying to Europe to join her Greek vived by four sisters, Mrs. Beatalone,
NEW YORK — Cleveland Mayor Carl Stokes, relatMrs. Opal Pugh,
For love is heaven and claims shipping tycoon husband for the rice Nance,
mayorse
all of ing a conversation he and three other big city
and
Pugh,
Mrs.
Jewel
its own".
Christmas holidays, reportedly
had with President-elect Richard M. Nixon:
Mayfield,
and
Mrs.
Clara
Mc—Margaret E Sangster on the island of Skorpios.
Alpine of Farmington.
"I got the impression of optimism from him thatS
"From now on there will be
Funeral
arrangements
are
InVietnam conflict is going to be resolved soon with,
the
"Christmas bath a beauty
no information as to where she
complete,
but
friends
may
call
some of the committee funds from there
hopefully,
Lovlier than the world can is going and when she is going
at the Max H. Churchill Fun- then being able to be concentrated upon this domestic
show."
or anyting else," Miss Tuckereral Home after five p.m. to-—Christina G. Rossetti man said in tones of definite
war on poverty that we do have here."
clay (Saturday).
finality. "That's the way she
"What is Christmas? It is tend- feels."
MIAMI — Frank Mackie, telling newsmen about the
READY TO -00" In the countdown days before blastoff. Moon-bound astronauts from
erness for the past, courage for
Mrs. Onassis' first venture Rote Bible Collection
kidnapping of his niece, Barbara Jane, who was disleft Bill Anders, Frank Borman and James Lovell presented this air of easygoing
the present, hope for the fut- forth as a strictly private person
NEW YORK (UPI) — The covered alive after 80 hours in a wooden box:
confidence at Cape Kennedy. They are outside the mission simulator at the Cape_
ure. It is a fervent wish that
was her visit to Washington Tues- arrival in Hulun, Israel, of a
"She was not mistreated, not at all. I believe she
every cup may overflow with
rare collection of Bible translaAmericans to land on the sur- blessings rich and eternal and day to see the girl horn to her tions covering 1,000 volumes is told her mother she was well taken care of and by
face of the moon as early 13 that every path may lead to former sister-in-law, Mrs. Rob- announced by the Zionist In- woman."
ert F. Kennedy, last week. She formation
July.
Service
peace."
travelled by shuttle flight, used
A success also may add enorThe collection, now being
— Agnes M. Pharo
NOW YOU KNOW
LWF Assembly
a rented limousine under protest, catalogued for permanent exmously to man's knowledge of
GENEVA, Switzerland UPI)
visited
Arlington
National
Cemehibition at the Hulun municipal
the sphere that has awed and ANNO DOMINI 1
tery without notifying authorities, library, contains 400 transla- by UnItod Press International — The Fifth Assembly of the
puzzled earthlings since the Pilate was a shavetail
Six
Americans, including Lutheran World Federation
-mioollailasgsg
refused to use an airlines VIP tions in various languages and
dawn of intelligence.
Leading troops to Gaul;
room, and munched a hotdog at uncommon dialects, including John Steinbeck, have won Nobel LWFi will be held in Port
Apollo 8 marked man's 51st Peter was a fisher lad
a stand-up airport lunch counter. those of tribes in Africa and Prizes in literature since the Alegre, Brazil, July 14-24, 1970,c
try to inspect the celestial body
Helping with the haul;
awards were instituted at the according to the LW? ExecuFrom other sources it was South America
that GalileJ described 350 years Judas was as innocent
tive Committee.
turn of the century.
mountains
learned
Kennedy
will
ago as a world of
that Mrs.
As a little child could be;
About 400 to 500 delegates
and chasms with contrasts of The wood that made the cruci- leave New York by Friday night Well-Named
consultants, official visitors and
Finnish Car
blinding light and total sha- fix
with her two children, Caroline
TYLER, Tex. , UPI' — Rev.
observers from other denomiOwnership
dows." Robot machines made - Was still a growing tree;-- and John, to meet Gnassis, who Margarito Iglesias, pastor of
HELSINKI (UPI) — One out nations, as well as large numthe first 50 moonshots and more Unminted was the silver
the
Tyler
Latin
American
Mishas been in Paris this week. They
eight Finns owns a car. Finland bers of unofficial visitors, are
sion, takes his job seriously,
than half failed.
That tempted to betray,
makes no car of its own but expected to attend. General
will spend both Christmas and
even
literally.
His
name.
IglesiTo get to the moon, the Apol- And none had yet commerwill begin producing Saabs theme of the conference is
New Year's on Skorpios and have as, means -churches"
in
Spalo 8 astronauts bad to aim to- cialized
under Swedish license next "Sent Into the World."
scheduled a New Year's Evepar- nish.
ward a point in space where
year.
The spirit of the day.
ty on the Onassis yacht, Christthe moon will be Christmas Eve
—Unknown ina.
— like a duck hunter leading
his target.
GOD GRANT YOU
Arrive Christmas Eve
The LIGHT of Christmas,
There is always an easy way
They are scheduled to renWhich is faith,
to do things, if you just know,
dezvous with the moon early
The RADIANCE of Christmas, how.
Dec. 24 As Apollo 8 curves aWhich is hope,
round the moon's back side,
Titmouse on the bird feeder.
Borman will fire a four-minute The WARMTH of Christmas
Which is love,
blast from the ship's main
Today Is the shortest day of the
rocket engine to slow the craft The ALL of Christmas,
Which is CHRIST'
year, so you better make someand allow the Moon's gravity to
pull it into lunar orbit 69 miles
thing of it. U just won't be here
high.
Rev. Warford pointed out some- very long.
Once in orbit, the astronauts
LEAVING THE MOON This drawing illustrates the Apollo
thing else we have touched on
will
see
the
earth
as
one
of
the
5 starting for Earth from its Moon orbit by firing its
from to time and that is en- Good luck to the three astrofinest sights in the heavens—
20,500 - pound- thrust service propulsion system. This retertaining international students nauts who took off this mornshrunken in size but brilliantly
fovea the spacecraft from lunar orbit and sends it into an
at Murray State Many are thou- ing. The voyage today may be
drenched in sunlight over more
Farth-bound trajectory.
sands
of miles from home and compared with that of Columthan half its surface.
will be alone this Christmas bus when he took off across
The moon's surface below will
totally unknown oceans to meet
right hands they waved In
during the holidays.
appear like a gigantic drab
sights and events which could
their left they carried their suit
wasteland with vast craterair conditioners,
A call to the university could have been terrifying.
pocked flats and awesome place
They were running about 10
several of the students in
mountains.
homes for the holidays, or at We con think of no other voyminutes ahead of schedule
(Centime/ Peso Pees 1)
On the night before Christ- least on
age, except that of Columbus,
Slayton said the astronauts had
Christmas Day.
mas, the astronauts are expectwhich compares
O
.*
voYage to the moor, and nark, a good night's sleep and were ed to stage a special Yule teleReceived a letter to the editor
Skies over the launch site in "fine" spirits He said they
cast — one of six during their concerning
the gun law. Good
rieared sufficiently during the took "some goodies" in the way
mission — back to earth for latter but we
,...ght toallay concern that fog, of mementoes in their personal
can't print it beFlour sold for $75 a sack and
much of the world's television cause no name is
and low clouds might delay the! kits, but refused to elaborate
signed, just a cucumber brought $5
during
viewers to watch.
typed. If the writer wishes to the turn-of-the
: -1 see some stars up there."
Launch.
-century gold
After looping the Moon 10 have it printed, he
"'This is very favorable for. said Slayton, looking at the
can drop by rush in the Yukon.
times, the astronauts will trig- and sign it.
,aunch," a spokesman mid dark. "They're going to be real
ger their 20,500 pound thrust
F...erything else was reported happy about that."
rocket engine again to blast out Miss Gladys Scott tells
• • •
us to
"Zo." Tracking stations and reThe astronauts boarded the'
of lunar orbit and head back to put a big grocery sack in
wvery forces spread out around white van, decorated with blue
the
The tallest known redwood
*he world were ready Confi• and red stripes, for the six-mile earth. It will be the most criti- trash can before we empty out tree In the world. 367.8 feet
k‘('.
'cal maneuver of the whole mis- the coffe grounds and this will high and 12 feet in dameter,
!.ence exuded from the thous- ride to their spaceship.
-ids of persons who have been
Lovell's wife Marilyn and sion. If the rocket fails, the save mess, bother and time. Is on California's north coast.
.--orking for months to get Apoi- their four children were on astronauts will be left to die in
8 ready for its appointment hand at the cape to see the orbit around the moon.
. h the moon.
launch — the third for the ! Apollo 8's cone-shaped com'le 36-story rocket was bath- Navy captain, who has logged mand module will dive back
-d by floodlights and visible for mire time in space than any- into earth's atmospheric blanAre you in doubt about what to give this year?
miles k the pre-dawn darkness. one else. Susan Borman and ket at a sizzling 24.749 miles per
vaneir swirled around the enor • Valerie Anders remained home hour — 7.000 mph faster than
moos space machine as tech-; in Houston to wach the specta- previous returns of American
raciana pumped 783,900 gallons cular launch on color televis- and Soviet astronauts.
The aircraft carrier York,f frigid liquid oxygen and li- ion.
Give a gitt the whole family will enjoy.
town will be standing by 750
quid hydrogen into the three ,
A Lass Christmas
miles
southwest
of
Hawaii
ti
stages of the Saturn 5,
The three families planned to
thedaw
asntrons
apultu
At 2:36 a. m EST, astronaut celebrate Christmas after the retrieve
tri
e eve pre
s
er
chief Deke Slayton awakened astronauts' return. Some of the
splashdown
Borman, Lovell and Anders in moon pilots' gifts were expect- Dec. 27.
their crew quarters at the man, ed to be mementoes carried aned spacecraft operations build- round the moon.
Roving Road
ing After passing a final phyNEW YORK UPI — Willis
The 8310 million moon orbitsical checkup, the astronauts ing journey was by far the Reed of the New York Knicks
Ii
ate a breakfast of filet mignon. most daring space journey ever Is Ihe only player In the Nascrambled eggs and toast.
attempted
But to Borman, tional Basketball Association
ever to be named to the AllAt 4.32 am., bulky in the;r "The risks are acceptable" and
Star team at two different posigleaming white spacesuits and; he considered them no greater tions Reed
was chosen as a
bubble helmets, the astronauts: than a fighter pilot's tour in center in his rookie year.
1964.
Vietnam.
filed out of the building. Borand has been named to the
voyage
was
The
580.000
mile
man first, followed by Lovell'
squad as a forward the last
and then Anders. With their . expected to blaze a trail for three years.
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